
 

To: Valued TKFA, TKPA, TKAB, and TK Booster Extension Trailer Customer    

                                                                                            NHTSA Recall Number:  

                                                                                            Trail King Recall Number: TK202301 

DATE: August 14, 2023 

IMPORTANT SAFETY RECALL 

This notice is sent to you in accordance with the requirements of the Motor Vehicle Safety Act.  This is to 

inform you that your vehicle may contain a defect that could affect the safety of a person.   

This notice relates to the shims used on Trail King Flip Axles, Pin-On Axles, Air Boosters, and Booster 

extensions. Trail King has determined that a safety defect that relates to the shims used in the front of 

the units involved could become loose if the flip or booster loses compression.  

What Trailers are being recalled? 

This recall affects Trail King Flip Axles, Pin-On Axles, Air Boosters, and Booster Extensions manufactured 

dates of January 1992 through August 2023 model years that use removable shims between the unit 

and the unit these attach to.  

What is the Problem?  

The affected trailers use additional pin-on axles or pivot extensions installed at the rear of the trailer to 

extend the trailer’s load-carrying capacity and more evenly distribute weight over the trailers’ axles.  

The pin-on axles and pivot extensions are attached to the trailer by lower pins and use shims to 

compress against the trailer at the top. The shims are used to transfer weight between the trailer and the 

pin-on axle. If an airline or the air ride suspension under the trailer or pin-on axle experiences a sudden 

failure (e.g., struck by road debris) and becomes disconnected, the pin-on axle or pivot extension could 

suddenly lose compression with the trailer allowing it to shift suddenly. In this event, while there is no loss 

of control of the trailer, the shims could become loose and ultimately dislodge from the connection 

point. 

What should you do? 

Obtain and confirm your trailer’s serial number from the VIN plate located on the driver’s side of the 

unit. You are receiving this letter because our records show you are the current owner of this vehicle. 

What will we do? 

Trail King Industries is conducting a safety recall campaign to address this issue. Trail King will provide 

new shims, tether, and hardware to bolt to the trailer. Trail King will provide up to 1 hour of labor and 

replacement parts necessary to remedy units. The repair will be provided on all affected trailers free of 

charge. Please contact your nearest Trail King Industries dealer to have your trailer inspected and 

repaired. You also can contact Trail King Industries directly at 1-800-843-3324 and our Customer Service 

Department will help you locate a dealer near you. We will send the parts needed to the dealer to 

repair your trailer.   

Please note, it is a violation of Federal law for a dealer to deliver a new motor vehicle or any new or 

used item of motor vehicle equipment (including a tire) covered by the notification under a sale or 

lease until the defect or noncompliance is remedied.  

Sincerely, 

Customer Service 

 

Trail King Industries 

300 East Norway 

Mitchell, SD 57301 

1-800-843-3324 (Toll-Free) 


